
Colours of the Rainbow  
Red 

Red  

Red is  

Red is love 

Red is love and 

Red is love and romance  

Red is love and romance but 

Red is love and romance but also  

Red is love and romance but also blood 

Yellow 

Yellow 

Yellow is 



Yellow is sun 

Yellow is sun and 

Yellow is sun and warmth 

Yellow is sun and warmth but 

Yellow is sun and warmth but also 

Yellow is sun and warmth but also fire 

Green 

Green 

Green is 

Green is grass 

Green is grass and 

Green is grass and peace 

Green is grass and peace but 

Green is grass and peace but also 

Green is grass and peace but also acid 

Turquoise 

Turquoise 

Turquoise is 

Turquoise is rare 

Turquoise is rare and 

Turquoise is rare and unique 

Turquoise is rare and unique but 

Turquoise is rare and unique but also 

Turquoise is rare and unique but also paranoid 

Blue 

Blue 

Blue is 



Blue is water 

Blue is water and 

Blue is water and sky 

Blue is water and sky but 

Blue is water and sky but also 

Blue is water and sky but also sadness 

Purple  

Purple 

Purple is 

Purple is lipstick 

Purple is lipstick and  

Purple is lipstick and lavender 

Purple is lipstick and lavender but  

Purple is lipstick and lavender but also  

Purple is lipstick and lavender but also impatience 

Black 

Black 

Black is 

Black is night 

Black is night and 

Black is night and power 

Black is night and power but 

Black is night and power but also 

Black is night and power but also death 

White 

White 

White is 



White is stars 

White is stars and 

White is stars and snow 

White is stars and snow but 

White is stars and snow but also 

White is stars and snow but also blindness 
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